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AlAract

.It is shown ffid with the use of the ftisio oput and/or evirortmental therinal weW, innovative open system for

pernmert auto-waichig (PA) direct encrV converting (DEC) fim te danial to te bcbx (M and fiwdKr to de
civnica ptential (TEC) energies, abbreviated as PA TEC-DEC systems, can be used for new auto-working electrical pwer

plants and the pnts of the compiressible and 9oveyable hydrogm gas resources at vaww rqpons in the whole wedd It is

ana1yucally shown dud the same physical mchanism by ree electrons and eectrical potential determined by knipetature n

cionductom which include kad t the Peltier effect and the Sebeck one It s analytically proved tW the

evergy conservation law is mu*, sahisfied i a simple form where the net absorbed therma pwer is directly trasisferre t the

cla*ical power and to the chemical power in the PA-TEC-DEC systems. It is analytically and eqxximentally clairified. that &e

long stance separation between two 7c type elements of the heat absorption side ad the production one of the Peltier effort

cmud system or btween the how temperature sde and the Iowa oe of de Sa6beck effirt =w one oes notchaw
nocchatusins of the heat pumpmg by the Peltier eect and of the TE-DEC by the Seebeck effba The prqxxW systerns gw

us fivodom of no using te fossil uel, such s coaK ods, and ntural mes that yeld saxxis geenhouse effix a over t e*

and the plait of nuclear fissions dud left radkding wastes, Le., no more enviromnental pollutions. The PA-TEC-DEC ystems

cm be applicable fr several km scale systems to the Kro oes, such as the pants of the electrical power and the hy&Wm

gas resourtes, compact transportable hydrogen gas producers, the reffigerators, the air onditioriers, home eectrical

apparatuses, and finiher de computer elements.

Keywords: electronic aiabatic process, electronic heat pumping, fire electrori fluids in conductors, drect energy conversion

rA= fiom. fusion &ermal m4* direct potential energy conversim system, permanent auto-working

OW electrical power plant, PA plants of hydrogen gas rewirm, open systenis

PACS mimbers: 84.60.Rb, 94.90.4-a, 89.30.+g, 89.90.+n

L ENTRODUMON

It h ben attracted the scientific; research that the fossil fiwk such as the od and the nauiW M would be consumed out within

wveral tens years fi-oni di eth for thew several years. The eectric power plant ung die nuclear fission have mewtable

feature of rachoactive ust ad dangerous inning whout ciontrol by card= accidents. On the oher lim t pwer plants

using the nuclear fitsion have many advantages compared with the fission plant, such as the low neutron yields to suppress the

raboactive dust and naturally *dawn bcause of cooling of confined paismas. Vwous typesof confinement system fr de

fusion plants have ben proposed hitherto sch as te Tokamak, Stellmator, Tand= Mirror, Reverwd Field Pnches (RFP),

Field Rversed Configurations (RC), Compact Tons (CT), Spherical Tokm& (S'll and so on In the case of the RFP, the

self-cirganization process has been known to lead to the stable state of the cnfined p1ma. Mny theories t interpret the

self-organitzabon pnomena in plasm haw b pposed, and one of h athm have = ocaftbiled fir the
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de-velopment of this rsearch area 191. The present authors have also reported ystem of direct energy converter fixxin
thtermal to elected and further to chemical potential energies [10]. T fsion output power is usually converted to
&e thermal power at the blarika, and the wakr is a candidak- to absorb the thermal power for establishment of die usual
electric power pant In order to reduce radioactive dust produced at ft lariket, we have to dvelop some xr syste of
do-ect energy converter from thermal to electxwA and further to chemical potential energies. On the oer hand,
re;scar& works on the scientific analysis, the application, the industrializitio cncerning to the Peltier effect and Seebeck one
heive been published a lot vious journals I 61.

lu this paper, we present innovative open system of direct energy conversion using dectrorac adiabatic processes of electron
fland in solid conductors, Le., new plan& of electrical power and hydrogen gas sources from the output of fusion wergy In
Section U, we present the dworetical background and some data by demonstrative pWmments for the innovative rec eergy
conversion systerns. Sections 11-1 and 11-2 am f the Peltim effect and the Sbeck one, with wait equations and
demonstrative oWmwntd data. Section 3 is for the ectronic heat pumping EW) with circuit equations and
demonstrative oTerimental data, and some proposal of a auto�-working EHP systerni, new pnts of dectrical power and die
conveykie hydrogen gas resources, without environmental pollutions. We have btained some oqxnmmtd vidence such as
thie onveyable hydrogen gas by a preliminary aq=ment on the resolving water system. Concluding remarks are in Section
IV.

IL THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND EXPERPHENTS, WFM DISCUSSION

We present here a heoretical background for electronic adiabatic processes of fi-ee elect= fluids in solid conductors, which

mclude saruconductors, and demonsamtive owiments with &Winston.

11-1. EnezU transfers between thermal eziergies and eeebical potential ones of five ekxtnms by exbvnk adiabatic
process

At first, we consider an energy band dgram around contact surfwes among three conductors A, a metal K and B ith
extermal electric field from B side to A one, as schematically shown in Fig. 1. Here, A and B are conductors with large absolute
diermoelearic power, called the (absolute) Sebeck coofficient written as A(T) and a B(TI) rspectively The value of the
Seebeck coefficteni of the metal M such as the copper Cu Ls usually very small compared with A nd B. Te Seebeck
ooefficient depends on the emperatur T around cntact sufaces. Te Fcrmi energy leviel is dcnoted by EF, the lowest Lvel of
ffie conduction bnd by & the highest level of the ait= band by Ev, and the vacuum level by EvA Sce the heat
conduction is high enough around the two contact surfaces in Fig. 1, the temperature of A, K and B bcome respectivey the
same temperatm T as a result. Snce the external eectric field Ls applied fi-orn B to A, the Fernu level EF is the hghest in A,
the middle K and the lowestmi B. Te fi-ce electrori distributions in semiconductors and metals can be usually expressed
respectively by the Bohnnann distribution and the Fermi-Dirac one. Te lectrical poteritial A(T) and TI) am masured
from the acuum level EvAc to the EF level, and the threshold energy for electrons t go out fi-oni conductors is given by EvA -

EF. The potential difference VBA (T) between B side and A one is given by

VBA(T ) = OB(T) OA(T)'

We use the two conductors of A and B which electrical potentials have the featires of a(T > A(T). On the oher hand,
VBA TO has di f10Wir1g experimental rlation with die use of the relative thermoelectric power ie., relative Seebeck

coefficient) aj3A(Tj), as follows

VBA (T a,6A (T )T =- aBATI T > 0 (2)

where a 3A(TI) is hereafter abbreviated as a3ATI, and is written by the Seebeck coefficient a ATI) and a B(T as

aBAT1 = aB (T aA (T ) (3)
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From Es.(l) and 2), we obtain

aBAT I = [4 T)-OA(T) / T (4)

Firom Eq. 4), we see the relation of c43An = - aABn. Electrons in the conduction. band and the valence one, where in the laaw

band lectrons move reversely against the holes of positive arner, have than own total energy H written by

H = eo(T, ) + Me v2, (5)
2

w1m (m4) vfl' denotes the kinetic thernial energy of the every frec electrons.

We now cnsider the lectronic adiabatic proem of the fi-ee electrons in the conduction band and electrons in the valence

band round the contact utfaces between A and K and bdwom M and B, shown i Fg 1. At firsk we pay our attention to

a1l electrons in the conduction band and the valence one. When every fi-ee electrons are dven finin A to (he direction of

current Ls inversely from to A) by adernal eectric fields, they move adiabatic from A to M and M to hrough the two

contact stirfaces keping their tota eergy H, as follows

H = eA (Ti ) + " v,2A
2

= eo. (�) M L
2

= eB (T ) + Me V 2 (6)
2

where vffA denotes the ketic velocity of every free electrons of intercst, which were in A, and vRB Ls did of the same free

electrons which have moved into B. Hre, the rift velocity of free clochons by the erual electric field can usually be

negligible compared with the thermal velocity in the conductors, and thcrdbre the kinetic eergy of the free electron by the

dnft velocity acmuparded by odernal elecbv fields is neglected in Eq 6). From the electronic adiabatic apiation 6), we

obtain the followings:

Yne 1. VL VI
- vft2A- Me vL = efom (T OA(T)j = e[O. (T - Om (T) (7)

2 2 2 2 M

Me VL = M '� VI
- ftA- e[Om (T) - OA(T)j ft = m vL - e[O. (T - Om (T�)]
2 2 2 2

M, VI. < Me VI < Me I
ftm Vf1A (8)

2 2 2

where a(TI > "T > A(T). rom Eq. 7), me can find a physical fact that through the electronic adiabatic process (EAP)

of die, free ectrons from A to M and from M to B, the knetic thermal energy of the free lectrons of interest have been

converted to the cloctrical potential criergy by passing trough the two contact surb= with M. In this way, th drec emW

converting (DEC) from the thermal to the electrical energies (TE) is realized throtigli the electroni aiabatic process (EAP of

free electrons, abbreviated as the TE-DEC by the EAR We can see from Eq.(8) dig the kinetic thermal energy of the

free, electrons of interest has become lower by passing through the contact smfaces- Therefore, the beat absorption takes pace
M the M side neighbor of the contact surface with A and also in the B side one with M d t the long range Coulomb frce

iriberaztion. among the fire electrons, which have flowed in, and those that have existed in M and B before hand by uite short

equi-partitton turne of kinetic nergies. When a long cable conductor is attached to the B side, the Coulomb interaction travels

along the cable conductor with the speed of electromagnetic waves (EMW). Te traveling time of the EMW Ls greatly shorter
duc, to the light velocity arA this time is qwte smaller thari the ui-partition one due to a lot of interactions among eledrons.
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Equi time between te injected free clectrons and positive atoms s the largest one in the M and sides. If the

external electm field to drive five electrons is reversed, the level of EF in the side of A, K and B becomes highest in B, middle

in K and lowest in A. Snce the threshold energy EvA - FF does not change by the reversal of the erna eectric fidd, the

electrical potential remains as OAM) < 4TI) < q6(TI) in Eq. 7). In this case of reversed eand electric field, the heat

production takes place in the M side neighbor of the contact surface with B and also the A side one with K consequently

This TE-DEC by the EAP in mitictors is the firnd�l pysical mechanism of thewell-Icnown Peltier eect elements

having the structure of [A(TI), K B(T1)J or simply [A(TI), B(T)].

Following oMerimental fact must be emphasucc hre for die Peltier ircut with a par of heat absorption and production

sides, using two t,pe Peltier elements: If the heat sink material aached to the beat production side A(p), winch means a p

typ smiconductor, is not enough to take out die produced thermal weW then a parts of A(p), K and B(n) in Fig I become

to have equal and very high temperature T due to their high heat conduction. ecause of the very high temperature, lots of
elections in the valence band am acited to the conduction band to make the EF level quite high so du a ee&kal potentials

become equal as AM = m = (T)- Consequently, the Peltier effixt does not work any more in this situation, and the
wdernol electrical power Ls used only for Ohmic healing of the eectrica rsistance of Peltier effect elements. In other words,

disappearnace of the Peltier effect L*es pLace in the experimental system. Bcause of this act, a cmma-cial products using

the Peltier effiect elements ave large beat sink or heat rdiatio prts andVor eectrical fans, at present. In order t avoid this

problem mentions above, we proposed a novel and sple method by separating the two 7c type Peltier elements, one of

which 'IS die heat production side and the oher is the absorption one, with the use of highly electrical conductive long wires n

the open systems as shown in Fig, 2a). Hem, te two n type Peltier elements Fig.2(a) have the pair of the endothermal
side and the ow&xmal one as is shown in the figure. One of the mVortant innovative facts included in this method Ls dud the

endothermal energy and the acothermal. one are not canceled out whin one st of 7r type Peltier elements� but they are
canceled out between the exothermal side and the endotharmal one, which am connected by highly eectrical conductive long

wires, as will be shown later by demonstrative experimental data.

On the other hand, the Seebeck effect elements have the same sucture of [A(T), K B(T)l or siniply [A(T), BT)]. If die

temperattire of conductors becomes how then the bounded electrons are released more to the fe electrons to mm the level

of FF. Terefore, the eectrical potential A(T bcomes lowa- when T is higher. If we kep two tenipwdures of T and T as
T > T2 like as sown in Fig. 2a) for two mutuailly connected t Peltier effect lements of [A(T), K B(T)] and [A(TA

K BT2)], then we obtain the serial electrical potential difference Vn(T,T2 = ( [4(T - 4T,)] 4104T - A(T) ) +

{ [OA(T2 - "T2)] + ["T2 - 03(T2)] = Vcn(Ti) + Vcn(T2), which is known as induced voltage by the Seebeck effiect. We
may find from these ficts du the Peltier ffoct and the Seebeck one come fiom the same physical mechanism embedded n

conductors.

We have done denionsii-ative oqxrimcnts using two set of three or five ype Peltier elements with two separations of

about I cm and 225 cm, as shown in Fig,2 (b), where.the Icft and the right side sets of ),pe Peltier elements am commW

as n-type to -type and p-type to p4ype in series. It is noted here du we use the cables connecting the both sides of the two
Peltier effect crcuit systems, which are made by conductm with quite high electrica cnductivity Fur 2 c) shows

experimental data fr the case f about cm separation btween the two st of three Peltier elements in Fig. 2 (b). The

room temperaturu is kept to be arourid 24.0 C for the experiment of Fig, 2 (c) and around 26.5 C for the acpaiment of Fig.

2 (d). It is seen fi-om Fig, 2 (c) dig fi-om the beginning to around 0.5 min, the tempeature T4 at te HAS goes down, but after

the cooling down the value of T4 goes upjust like the wve of T at die HPS. Tus owimental result indicates that te therinal

conduction from the UPS to the HAS heals up the HAS to increase T4 almost proportional to T . *= 2 d) shows

experimentail. data fr the case of about 225 cm separation between the two st of five 7c Peltier elements in Fig. 2 (b), where

error ban are shown on the data curves. It Ls seen fi-om Fig. 2d) flat after the time of arioun I .0 nun, the value of T4 at the

HAS becomes to be steadily consw lower than the room perature because of the thermal bailance btween the cooling

Peltier effed and die warming by die surrocinding air Ile alue of T at the RPS is sw to gradually increases up t about

62.5 and the diffierence between T and T bcomes aout 40.0 C. Te time evolution of T and T4 in Fig, 2d) is sen to
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be quite different from that -in Fg. 2c). Other interesting fact of the data in Fig. 2d) is e the temperaiture T at thio
endothamisil side goes down until around 1.0 mm and then gradually goes up to bcome close to the temperaiture T3at the
exothermal side with dffer= of temperature around 45 . Both values of T2and Tare higlim thm the mm ternperatum
of about 26.5 �C by around 10.0 cC. The Joule heating by fairly high DC current of 5.0 A is considered to affect the
temperaares of T2and Tto become hgher m the room temperature. nx most iniportant pout tivi T2at the endothermal
side and T3at the exothermal one become close to each oher withi a rddxr short time of around 15.0 min. In other words, the
inkial decreased kinetic nergy of electrons hat determines the value of T2and the increased one that determines the value of T,
have almost cancelled out with each oher within the tme of about 15.0 mm along the cupper wire cable length of about 225
cm, ., the approximate cancellation time = 5.0 min In order to check the possibility of cancellation de to the thermal
diffision and the electron drift velocity along the cable, we ave measured the Ohm's drop along the 225 cm cable and have
calculated the drift velocity of electrons. At first, we have measured whether the diamial ffusion along 225 cm cable rewhes
die oer end during t = 5.0 min, and have found dig te thermal diffision time is much longer than 15.0 min. Scond,
using the mobility = 30 [ cm2No (t-s)] of the cupper around room temperature and the lectric field E = 078 X 10-3(V/cm)
obMined firom dividing the Ohme drop by 225 cm, we obtam the drift velocity vd= 023 X 10-1 (cm/s). The trainsferrW distance
4 of thermal nergy carried by driffing ections during t = 5.0 mm can be estimated as 4 = vdX 900 s- I .0 cm. We than

find the fact that the disuince 4 =11.0 cm is much less than 225 cm of the caw and therefore the drift velocity of electrons
cannot be the physical candidate for the owimental cancellation time of t. = 15.0 mm One of quailitative explanation is as
follows A huge amount of electrons that had flowed in the mpper cable from te semiconductor would indLice electrical
potential fluctimbons ' the cable, and te fluctuating potential would propagate along te cupper cable to the oher end with
the speed of electromagnetic wave in the cable. The propagating potential fluctuations, however, would reflect at the end and
propagate back to the ohe drection, and the propagating potential fluctuaitions would repeat go and back along the cable until
the fluctuating potential energies would ave absorbed into he hermal energies of electrons, whose thermail energies would
finally go into the ffiertrial energies of cupper atoms to balaince thernW criergics between ectrons and atom. The pysical
mechanism to explain quantitvatively the short cancelLition time t = 5.0 min, however, is still left behind for fther
theoretical and experimental investigations.

U-2. Applications of energy transfers between thennal energies and electrical potential ones by the electronic adiabatic
process

Using the TE-DEC by the EAP, e., the Peltier eect, there have been developed the "ed heat pumping modules, which
follow the usual gaseous heat pumping with the use of the adiabatic-compression and arision of circulating gases, are
commonly used in various devices such as computers, refiriger-ators, water coolers, and so on. In the case of the so-called heat
pumping modules in the commercial devises t sparation between the hwi absorption side (HAS) ad the heat production
on (PS) are not so large, for example, Within a few cm. 17he separation btween the HAS and the UPS should be, however,
more variable, so to say, from a few cm to hundreds of km, for more various applications, such as shown Fig. 3(a), as a
circuit system with the use of the Peltier effect We call here the circuit system in Fig. 3a) as "the clectimc heat pumping
systed', in order to distinguish the present system from the conventional gaseous heat pump' system. We have done
demonstrative experiments for the lectronic heat s�- two sets of 7 te Peltier elements with about 225
cm separations [cf F 3 (a)]. Here, the left and the ght side sets of four t Peltier elements are onnected as n-typ to
n-type and p-type to piype in sires. nder two conditions for t lfl side Peltier elements, w have inewured the tmperature
T4on the right hand side Peltier elements. At first, the left side Peltier elements ave been put in surrounding air without any
external temperature controller. Secondly, the temperaiture T on the eft side Peltier elements is kept at 10 c by additional
heating with an externail temperature controller Experimental results are shown in FW, 3b), wher te lower curve denotes the
data of for the case without any xec" temperature controller and the upper one represents the data of T4for the case with
the external temperature controller It ran be seen from Fig. 3b) that when the value Ton the left side is kept at 10 C by
additional heating with he use of die odernzil tomperziture controller, the value of T4becomes, higher thain the case without the
external. temperaiture controller Tis experimental result clearly show did the additional thermal eneWis transported firom the
left side set to the right side one by the ectronic heat pumping as shown by the upper curve. By subtraicting values on the
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lo-wer am from those on th hgher one in Fig. 3b) w obtain the increased temperatin of A T4 by die clectionic beat

piunping wder the additional ham to keep T = 0 C, as is shown in fig. 3c). We see firom Fig 3c) uat the transported

thamial wn corresponding toA T41's almost pwrtional to the crcuit curren I, As a result, we have confirmed by our
egTeriments that the long distance transportation of the Vected thimal eergy is realized through the eectronic heat pumpmg,

so dug the more additional hating to the endothermal side of Peltier laments and the hgher current in die circuit do yield dx--
greater thermal energy transportation Naa, we have done another demonstrative aTeriments for the electronic heat pumpug,

usang two set of five 7 te Peltier elements with about 225 cm separations, as shown in Fig.3 (d) sunil to Fi&3 (a). Here,

bc)th of the two sets of five n type Peltmy elements in Fig.3 (d) are entirely neloscd by ultiple layers of tin aluminizin
sheets, in order to make thermal energy contamm with low ht capacity Te two aluminum thermal energy containers we

fluxinally insulated from surrounding air by dun papers including air inside them. When the current flows in the circuit of Fig.3
(cl), the Joule heating W pce to w the tempezatim T and T4 of the two sets of 7 t Ptie eements. If the

eridotbarmal energy and the awthermal one were canceled out within one s of 7c type Peltier elements, then T and 4

-would increase with the " values. However, if cancellation of the ndoffiermal energy and the awthernial one did Woe

place between the owthermal side and the endothiermal one which are connected by hghly electrical conductive long wires in

Fig.3 (d), then T would increase faster and how than Tdue tD the electronic heat pumping mechanism. Figure 3 (e) shows

the mpermiental data of the measured T and T4. We recognize from te data in Fi 3 e) hat the net thermal energy by Joule

heating at die T4 side is definitely transported tD the Ti sde, and therdere the cancellation of the endothermal energy and flee
exothermal one has realized within a fairly short Om of a few nine through the connection by hghly lectrical conductive long

wix-es between the exothermal side and the endothermal one.

It shouild be emphasized hre dig the long distance separation btween the HAS and the BPS of the Peltier circuit systems

dean not change any physical meclianisms. fr the Peltier efficts, Le, the two phenomena of the exothermal proem a the
emdothermal one do occur at the same instance 11as Ls because d the additional electrical ptential due to free electrom

flowed in the cmduam pishes surrounding very elections to be shified along die cnductor to induce die ctirrent, and the
traveling speed of the additional eectrical ptential must equal to te electrostatic potential wave or the ectromagnetic one

along the conductor util it's arrival at the other end. Because of these physical mechanisms, the induced termal energies (so

to say posiuve thermal easy) at the exothermal side connected by highly ectrical conductive long cables are mceed out

with the absorbed th=W energies (so to say "negative dierinal energy) at the endothernial side of the present electronic heat

pumping system in Fig.3(a).

In the seady ste phase, the thermal energy absorption by die type Peltier effect elements with the temperature T4 in Flp.

2(a) or 3a) is written by

qBAT4 MCfBAT4T4Ic VST4,. (9)

where M is the number of the 7 t Pltier effect elements, and sl,4 �- M aABT4T4 is the output voltage by the Seebeck
effec Te ircuit ad ic power balance equationsmi die seady state for th crcuit in Figs. 2a) or 3(a) are written, respectively,
as follows,

(10)(' + 1� + 1?2 STIT2 +VST3T4) V.

2 - I (V
C (RI+ J� + 1?2 ) STIT2 +VST3T4) U.

where RI and R2 represent the contact rsistances at the HAS and the HPS, respectively, and Vsny2 M(aABn T-aAB72T2)

and sY3T4 M(aABY3T37aABT4T) are the output voltages by the pair of the Sebeck effect elements. Since the power
balance btween the dead input and die ffiermal out put from the closed surroundings of the system by using the Peltier

effect must be satisfied in the steady state phase because of the emu conservation law, the total endothernid mew and the

total cxothernial one in the circuit system must be completely cancelled out. We then obtain the power balance equations ofthe

thermal crew by the Peltier effect for te electronic heat pumping system of Figs. 2(a) or 3(a) as follows;

Ma ABTITI -MaABT2T2,. Ma ABT3T3,. -Ma ABT4T4,. = (12)
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Stlbstitufitig Eq.(12) into Eq.(l 1), we obtain the final power balance equation, as follows
J.V = 12 (A

+ J� + R2) (13)

We dcarly find from Eq.(13) Oba dic externally applied electrical power is used only for ffie Joule heating the total

msistance of (RI +Rc +R2), and the ft'anSpOrtatiOn of the thermal energy takes place independently from the external ekx:trica
power Tiis feature of the electronic beat pumping systems shown in FI& 2(a) Ls common in the MM cowept for the general

heat pumping systmis, and it can be considered to be a remarkable advantage for development of electronic &vices by =no

tire Peltier effect elements.

1he physical mechanism by the electronic heat pumping (FM) systern in Fig. 2(a) is completely d&rent from the gaseous

one (GIR), where the GHP Ls based on the physical mechanism by the emu transfer between the gaseous thermal- and the

exbmial mechanical merges by the adiabatic compression and expansion of the circulating gases. This differed physicail

mechanism bdvxm the EHP and the GHP leads to the followings: 1) The speed of the heat transport 'LS the speed of the

electromagnetic wave along the cable conductors in th, EHP, while the weed of the heat transport in the GHP is tbe circulatina

SPeed Of the working gas in the gas pipe, Le., heat transport time is almost negligible in the EHP compared with dig in Gli. 2)

In the case of the EHP, ffim Ls no mechanically moving elements, and Eq () tells us dug the heat absorption (or the heait

production ) always takes place 'n the conductors as far as the candition. of OB(T) > "TO > OAM) is kept. In other words, thi-

at A of the HAS and at B of the HPS could have extremely low and high values, respectively, depwding on thor

cinumfermces- 3) The absorbed thermal ewigy at the HAS equal to the transpoffted &m merW at the BPS, j.e' dlf-LS nal

conservation of the tharmal energy absorbed at the HAS and produced at the BPS Ls automatically gumnteed in tbe E]HP, as

discussed at Eq.(13).4) Since the HAS and the HPS am flexibly sepw&A for example, the HAS is used for refterakis or air

conditioners, and at die same time, the Bps can be used independently for heating devices such as beatmg water pots, and the

HTS of the Seebeck effect circuit system shown Lter, which can be placed at an arbitrary distance.

It should be noted here that the electronic beat pumping system with the use of the Peltier effect shown at Fig. 2(a) and/or

Fig. 3(a) plays as a compressor of the thermal mergy density through the transport of the thernial energy from the HAS to the

HIPS, for example, the thermal meW in air with fairly low thermal meru density because of room temperature Ls absorbed at

the HAS and Is transported to the metal at die UPS with higher thermal energy density due to heated by die Peltier effect This

role of the compressing thermal energy density is same for the usual gaseous heat pumping. In other words, through the

tramPOrmOn Of the thermal energy to the metal with a small heat capacitance at the UPS, the compression of the thermal

=cW density is realbud to mcrease the temperature T4 Ofthe metal. Tlus increased temperature can be used for the following

Seebeck effect circuit system

In the same way as ffie heat pumping circuit system by the Peltier effec� the Seebeck e&d circuit system can be established

with a large separation between the higher temperature Ti side (M) and die lower temperature T4 one (LTS), as shown in Fi&

4-(a). Here, the labels A and B repmsent the same matinees as was shown in Fig. 2 (a). The physical quantity of V., - the out

put voltage induced in the Seebeck effect circuit systems and X the total electrical resistarice of the cables connecting the both

sides of the M and US 'n Fig 4-(a). We recognize dig 'n the Seebeck effort circuit sy� the thermal mergy Ls directly

converted to the electrical potential energy, as far as the condition of T > T4 is kept in the open system. In the same way as dv

ciremequafaonofEq.(10)forthecuv.jitmFigs.2(a)or3(a),thecffcuitequationcftheSeebeckeffcctsystemwW utV 10 Om in

Fig.4(a), which has no external electrical power and no current in the circuit, is written as follows;

V. - [M(aABTITI - CtABT2T2) +Adr(aABT3T3 - aABT4T4)] = 0. (14)

When we set T2 -7-. T3, the third term of the left hand side of Eq.(14) vanishes. Since the relative Seebeck coefficient

has usually a weak dependerice on the temperature, we can put as aABT4= aABn and therefore we obtain the following

equation for the output voltage V,,, by the Seebeck effect;

V.Ut =MaABT4(T -T4)- (15)

We find from Eq. O 5) that V- by the Seebeck effect is Proportional to the temperature difference A T = TI - T4 We
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have done demonstrative awiments using two set of Pelbe elements with M = 30 ad about 30 cm separation btween
thoe two sts, as shown in FW,4 (b), where the kft and the right hand side of fiflem elements are connected as ri-type to n-type
arid "W to "pe in sires Fgur 4 c) shows aq)mmenial dpendence of V. by the Seebeck effect on the adernally

applied vriable of A T = T - T4. in Fig.4 (b). It is seen from Fg. 4 (c) ffiat Vmcreases almost proportional to & T up

too around 250.0 mV at A T --'. 100 9C, as is qxxted by de analyfical equation Eq. (I 5). If we increase die number of Pelfc

elements, for owniples, 20 times of fificen Peltie clementsLie., 600 Peltie elements fr Fig.4 (b), then the data of Fig. 4 (c) give

us an stimated V". --'. 5.00 V for A T -. 100 'C. Tis estimated value of V.,,. is enough to drive die heat pumping Peltier

effect circuit system with around 600 Peltier elements shown as Fig. 3 (b) without any odernal electrical power Thm

e7qxnmenW result indicates that the system proposed in Fig 4 (a) has a good dcat energy transfer from the thermal to the

electrical potential energies with fairly long separation, and gives us freedom to establish asily the eectrical power plants vinth

the various separation distances between the HTS area and te US one. We do not need the fail fiiels such as oals, ods,

and also the nuclear fssion a of them leave evironmental pollutions.

It sould be emphasized hr aain that the long tanc sparation between the HAS and the BPS of the Peltier cirmt

system or the HTS and the LTS of the Seebeck irctut one does not change any physical mechanisms for the both effects.

U-3. Permanent auto-worldrig direct heat energy conversion systems from evnvnmental thermal eergies to the

ekxtrical - and/or chemical potential energy resources

We present here innovative pmanen mo-woricing dect energy converting systems (PA DEC systems) from the

mvironmental thernial to the electrical and further the chemical OE pential energy resources. Hereafter we abbreviate this

kind of systems as the PA-TEC-DEC systems.

(PA- 1) At first, we add the Seebeck thamoelectric circuit system to the IF,& pumping system by the Peltier effect circuit of

Fig 2 as shown in Fig, 5(a) Hre, Fig, 5a) is the PA-TE-DEC system, were the Seebeck elTect circuit system. is simply

added on 4 2(a). In Fig, 5a), the part of the thermal eergy transportation is denoted by the mark <1>, and the prt of the

DEC with the positive fbodback system by the Seebeck effect output voltage Ls shown by the mark 2>. The subscript 

represents elements concerning with the Seebeck eect. Opwating sequence of this PA TE DEC systems shown in Fig, 5(a is

as follows: 1) We close the switch I and open the switch 2 By this state of circuits, the thermal energy is Imported fiom the

HAS to the UPS at the mark <1> to make the temperature T21nigher and higher. In rder to raise the temperature T3 at the HTS

of the Seebeck effort cffcwt sys� the HTS is contacted to the UPS of the Peltier effect ircint s,stem with the use of the

dxrmaBy conductive insulator, such as the silicon o 2 After the value of ,,,. have become high nough to dnve the heat

pumping ccuit by the positive feedback dving voltage, we close the switch 2 and open the switch 1, and resultantly die

PA-TE-DEC system is established to work without the first eternal battery.

(PA-2) Nact, we show r operating sequence of the improved PA-TE-DEC s� shown i Fg. 5b): 1) We close the

smitch 1 2 Heat te HTS at the mark <2> with the use of some extumal heater such as fire of woods or a portable heater, so

d-ot the temperature T3 becomes higher and hgher 3 After the value of Vt. have become high eough to dve the

heat pumping cirtuit by the ositive feedback driving voltage, we close the switch 2 and open the syntch 1,

and the PA-TE-DEC system is established resultantly to work with lesser initial odernal input energy The current; Ic,

continues to flow by the positive feedback circuit, as far as we keep the condition of T> T-

The physical reason why we can realize this tpe of the PA-TE-DEC system is as follows: (1) In the heat pumping circuit by

the Peltier effect Mi Figs. 5a) and 5b), the environmental them nergy absorbed from ircumferential materia a the left side

is continuously tr-ansported from the left hand side to the right hand one to be condensed hermal energy density, as far as the

condition T3 at the HTS > T4.at the LTS is kept to yield high enough positive fedback Vt. by the Seebeck effect ffcwL 2)

When electrical current flows in the Seebeck eect ircuit, this circuit works as the heat pumping outset by the Peltier effect to

absorb the therma emu at the HT'S and produce the thermal energy at the LTS. 3) Due to the combination of (1) and 2), the

thermal energy continuously flows from the regions of T, to T2, T3� and finally to T4 in this total system. Since this PA-TE-DEC

systemisthetham3.*opmVstemtheentropylawofdi=xxlyt�cs'mtheclosed*-Amisnotavailable. Weknowthat

the earth itself Ls one of the open systems, and the thermal criergy circulation supports a lives on the earth and also the weather

changes every day Here, the thermal eiiergy changes aways its type, such as the electrical energy, the chemical one, the
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h5*odynamic one, and so on, and hurnan uses some part of them as an available energy resources.
Now, we add fther a resolving water part as a load for the electrical out put on the system of Fig, 5a), as shown in Fig. 6a).

14ere Fg 6a) Ls the system, where the resolving water part is added on Fig 5a), and Fig 6b) is that, where the esolving
water part is added on Fig. 5b).

We propose the simplest PA-TEC-DEC system, which has only the Seebeck effect circuit *stem and the resolving water
p.-irt, as shown F 7 We can see from Figs. 6 and 7 that the electrical otential nergy at the Sedxrk efff2t parts is
converted to the chemical otential eergy as the hydrogen gas ad the oxygen one, which are eily compressible and
cAonveyable depending on die porpoise of their usages.

When we consider die steady ste of the PA-TEC-DEC systems shown at Figs. 6a) and 6b),we can write the circuit,
equation and the power balance one, respectively, as follows;

M(aABTITI -aABT2T2)+N(aABT3ZT3 -aABT4T) =IL (R.1 +Rr2 +RL), (16)

M(aABI-IT - aABT2T2), + N(CtABT3AT3 - aABT4T4)IL IL 2 (1�� +R,2 + RL ) (17)

vAere &I, & and RL reWeSent rspectively the ttal Circuit rsistances of the eat pumping Peltier 5ed circuit; the eebeck
cffcct Circuit ad the load circuit including the eficative water resolving resistance, and A. -"- 1.0) denotes the oeffident of
the thermal energy transfer from the part of T2 to that of T-�, for example, no thermal loss correspond toA =1.0. Since the left
hand side of Eq. (I 7) indicates the net absorbed power of the external thermal mqy into the crcuit by the Peltier effec� this
equation shows that the nergy conservation law is exactly satisfied i a simple form where the net absorbed thermal powe is

dbrectly transferred to the lectrical power of the effective Joule heating in the crcuit We can see from Eq 17) Out whenM=
0, corresponding t the case of Fig. 7 then the difference of the hermal flow power between the absorbed diernial energy at the
M and die iorted iermal energy at the US is sed for the electrical power output (the right hand side trm of Eq. 17)).
The first term of the left hand side of Eq 16) by the heat purnping ccuit acts as the effective resistmce against the output
voltage by the Seebeck effect of the second term When we make ideal thermal msulation around the parts of T2 and T3,, Le., 
= 1.0, the temperature T2 becomes to be equal to T3 Taking account of te weak ependence of the relative Sebeck
coefficient on the temperature, we can rewrite Eq. (I 6) in a simpler from as follows;

aABT3 [N(T3 - T) - M(T3 - T = IL (R., R..2 + R - (18)

Since IL > 0 is the necessary and sufficient condition for the realization of the PA-TES-DEC system, we obtain the following
condition from Eq. (I 7) in order to establish te present PA-TES-DEC system.

N(T3 - T > (T3 - T), (19)

We find the following iteresting cases from Eq. 19): 1) Te M =0 case is the case of Fig. 7 and the condition of T> 4 is
easily satisfied to ralize the PA-TES-DEC system. 2 When the heat source areas with fairly high temperatiim, such as the
Sahara Desert volcano area, deep high temperature regions nside the erth, and so on, am vy far from the place where we
need available energy resources, then i the hat pumping system in Fig, 6b), we can make- the steady state with T = 2

T, and ealize the PA-TES-DEC system which satisfies the condition of Eq. 19). In this case, te thermal energy transfer by
the heat pumping system becomes very useful and te use of the high temperature super conductors for the long cables will be

inevitable for he high transformation efficiency from the thermal energy to the electrical or the chemical energies,
corresponding to the ratio RLI(RI+ R,2+ RL) in Eq. (I 7).

Using hot water flow to keep T = 76 C and a cooling fan to keep =29 T, we had also done a peliminary experiment on
the resolving water systern. This experiment crresponds to the case where we picked up two parts of <> and <> in Fig 6a).
Using this wimental stem with A T = - = 37 T, we had tamed H2 gas of about 40.0 cc and 02 gas Of

about 20.0 cc at te pressure of the atmosphcre on the earth level after 30 min. These experimental results indicate due using

the thermal encqy mpit, we otain the chemical eneW power of about 15.6 mW and the chemical energy of about 781
MWH.

If we use more Peltier eements, for example 1000 set of the type Peltier elements, we can drive motor by burning the
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hydrogen gas adxxtrigiust water or by using the hydrogen fud battery Instead of the resolving water system, we an directly
Pit the AMW b=MY at die put of ��>, which is also conveyable and the cemical ptential mew Acme "m tself
b0% considered usually the electrical mew stome system for the electrical power supply

We may find that the present PA-TEC-DEC systern with the use of the contmuous tbanial. enu& flow "m c be used

fojr new pnts of clectrical power and also hydrogen gas sources without environmental pollutions. Since the solar body

w1lects over 60 % of the sokw energy, being lowered its ffidency of the energy conversion, if we use suitable black materials

irt addibon to schw battery panels, then all energy of the solar light can be absorbed into the combined black materials use for

tive present PA-TEC-DEC system and to yield high energy conversion system with &irly high efficiency.

HL CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have shown that with the use of the fusion output and/or environmental thermal energy, innovative

open systems for permanent auto-working (PA) dect energy onverting (DEC) from te termal to the

electrical M) and further to the chemical potential EC) energies, abbreviated as PA-TEC-DEC systems,

can be used for new auto-working electrical power plants and the plants of the compressible and conveyable

ILydrogen gas resources. We have &vified theoreticall:y the physical mechanisms of the Peltier effixt and the Zzebeck one

in Section I-1 [f fim Eq.(I) to Eq.(8) 1. We have also clarified andyticaUy due the cdema]ly applied elocc;Wical, power is

used only for the Joule heating m the total resisuince of the cireug, and the transportation of the theirmal energy by the electronic

heat pumping EHP) sysbeni takes Place independently fi-om the used power of the external, electrical source in Section U-2 [f-

ft-om Eq.(9) to Eq.(13) 1. We have noted four favorable features fom. 1) to 4) of the EUP ystesn compared with the gaseous

hcatpumping(GHP)afterF_ .2(a),andhaveshowndtaitheEBPsystemranbeusodforvariousporpoises.

We have demonstrated by oWurients shown at Figs. 2b) to 2d), and Figs. 3a) to 3e) flit the EHP system with long

separating cables works well as expected. We have confirmed by our experiments dot the long distance ransportation of the

"ected thennal energy is realized through. the EHP system, so dig the mom additiotial heating to the cndodxma sde of

Pelher elements and the higher current in the circuit do yield the greater thernial mew transportatio Sce the HAS and the

HPS are flexibly separated, the HAS Ls used for devices such as relriga*crs, air conditioners, and all cooling systems. At the,

sam time, the UPS can be used independently fr heating devices such as the heater for the TFDEC cucuit syste to

sensate electrical power, heating water pots and all beating water pool systems, which can be placed at any arbitrary distan,=.

We have also clanfied hat the long distance separation between the HAS and h, UPS n the Peltier effect circuit system and

how= the HTS and the LTS in the Seebeck effect crcuit *-Aem does never change any physical mechanisms for the both.

ef Fem

We have demonstrated oTerimentallY at Figs. 4(a), 4(b), and 4(c) did the proposed Seebeck cffed cirmt system has a

good duixt energy converter from the thm:ial to the electrical, potential. =gjes with fairly long separation between HTS area

and the LTS cm. We have clarified at Fig. 40 that with the use of two sets of 30 Peltie elements with about 30

cm separation between the two sets, the output voltage by the Seebeck effect increases almost proportional

to A T up to around 250.0 mV at A T --'. 100 C, as is expected by the analytical equation Eq. 15). This

experimental rsult gives us freedorn. to establish. easily the electrical power phints with the various separation distances

between the HTS area and the LTS one, without using such as oils, nuclear fissions, i.e., without environmental pollutions.

We have proposed at Figs. 5a), 5b), 6(a), 6(b), and 7 in Section 11-3 dot the PA-TEC-DEC ystem with the use of the

continuous thumal enmW flow system can be used for new planes of electrical power and also hydrogen gas resources without

environmental pollution We have aalytically proved by Eq. 17) dug the energy conservation law is exactly satisfied. in a

simple form where the net absorbed thermal power 'LS directly transferred to de electrical power of the effective Joule healing

in the CHrAlit "M We have Wified alytically dig the necessary and sufficient condition for te resilizAbon of the

proposed PA-TEC-DEC systern can be expressed in a simple form of Eq. 19) deduced fi-om the circuit equation and the power

bdance one (cf Eqs- 16) - 19)). Using Eq. 19), we have shown interesting cases to establish real PA-IEC-DEC systems,

one of which Ls the case where the heat source areas with fairly high temperattim are very far from the place where we need

available coargy resmDes. We have also discussed about the high transformation efficiency from the thermal energy to the

electrical or the chemical energies, corresponding to the ratio RLI(RI+ R,2 +RL) in Eq. 17), for cuunple, if we use the high
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koVerature supper conductors for the connecting cables in the PA TEC-DEC systems, theii this transformation efficiency
conild bwxw very close to uity

It Is important to emphasize again that sncia and cntropy law established in the closed system is not applicable for the
prq)osed. open ystems, the PA-TEC-DEC system d work physically well becam of the feature of their open *stcms. We
nit-ay expect easily that if die prescrit innovated systems would be used wld widely, the green house effect by the C02 gas
sbadd be decreased
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E

Fig. 1. Schematic draw� of energy band diagram around two contact surfficcs between A(p) and M(metal), btw= M and
B(n). Hem the Fe= ameW kvels EFm A, M and B have, shown like a swircase due to die aderrially applied electric ficK the
Potentials AM, ONK M OB(T) are measured from vacuum level EvAc to te ermi level EF, T is the tempemture atTound
the two semicandLidw ofA and B and the copW metal, which have ffie feattim of OA < 4(71 < b(T).
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d d

T, B d IC d B T4

I I I L -- �,Rc d I I I I
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Fig.26) A dreWt with two ets, of 7r type Peltier effect elements with arbitrary separations between the two

sets.
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T4 T,

L (I = about 1.0 cin
01-2.15111 T

ExotheirwdSide Endothennal

Rtotil -'-'2 06 I = 5. A NDc= 30 V

RON Demonstrative experimental system, using two Set Of four Or fiVe 7 type Peltier elements with

two separations of about I cm and 225 cm.
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Fig.20 Experimental data for the caw of about cm separation between the two set of of ur 7c type
Peltier elements in Fig. 2 W.
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Fig.20 Expenmental data for the case of about 225 cm separation between the two set of five 
Peltier elements in Fig. 2 (b).

Fig. 2 Peltier effect circuit systems.

Cupper plate 1) Without fixed T1.
Cooling T4 too )%Mth Axed TI by Heating Ti

cdernal heating.

P n about 225 n s)aration n P

Constant current source with 5.0 A and 25 V

Fi&3(a) Demonstrative experimental circuit for the EflP, using two set of fourn type Peltier elements
with about 225 cm separation.
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Fi&3(b) Experimental results, where the lower curve deDOtOS the data of T for the caw without any external
temperature ontroller and the upper one represents T for the caw with the external temperature
controller to keep T4 10 'C.
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Fig.3(c) Increased temperature of A Ti by the EHP under the additional heating t keep T4 10 C obtained
by subtracting the lower curve from the higher one in Fig. 3b).
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L(I = 22

RtOtj, � 06 I = 5. A VDC,= 30 V

Fig.3(d) Another demonstrative experimental circuit for the EUP, using two set of five 

type Peltier elements vnth about 225 cm separation. Both of tbe two st of five 7t type Pehw elements are
entirely enclosed by thm aluminum sheets in order to make thermal energy containers with low heat capacity
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Fig,3(e) Experimental data of the measured T and T4 in Fig. 3(d).

Fig. 3. Electronic eat pumping EHF) **am by the Peltier effect with arbitrary separation between te heat

absorption side (HAS) and the beat production one (HPS).
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Fig.4(a) A circuit with two sets of 7c type Seebeck (Peltier) effect elements with arbitrary separations

between the two sets.

T4 AT= Ti- T4 Ti

L (I = 225 m

T3 T2

Fig.4(b) Demonstrative experimental circuit *stm by Seebeck effect using two set of 307r type Peltier

elements with about 30 cm separation.
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Fi&4(c) Experimental dependence of the out put voltage by the Seebeck effect on the externally applied

variable of A T = T - 4

Fig. 4 Seebeck effect circuit *%tam.
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Fig-5(q) Feedback system with the use of initial eternal eectrical power.
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Fig-5(b) Feedback s� without initial electrical power.

FW. Pnmawmt auto-worWng (PA) sygtents of the EP added with
the Seebeck thermoelectric circuit for a positive feedback.
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